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Market Growth: Where? When?

Global
● $100B = Investment expected between 2016 to 2030 (Bloomberg)

● 40x = Growth between 2016 (1 GW) and 2022 (40 GW) (IHS, Bloomberg)

● 8 countries = 70% of the market

○ U.S., China, Japan, India, Germany, U.K., Australia, S. Korea (Bloomberg)

U.S.
● 7x = Revenue grow between 2017 and 2022 (hitting $3.1B) (GTM)

● 35 GW = Target for new energy storage additions by 2025 (ESA)

● 300 MW = Annual installations today (GTM)



Who Benefits? Business Case Varies by Use Case

Regional Transmission Operators | Independent System Operators (ISOs)
● Frequency regulation  |  Voltage support  |  Black start

Utilities
● Capacity (Resource adequacy)  |  Deferral of distribution or transmission upgrades

Customers (commercial, residential)
● Demand charge reduction  |  Time of use bill management  |  Increased PV self-consumption



Investor Need to Check More Boxes

Investor Concerns
● Revenue certainty = Show me the multi-year contract.

● Revenue diversity = Are you “stacking benefits”?

● Technology bankability = Lithium is king: 95% of the market.

● Strong warranty = How big is your balance sheet?

● Creditworthy offtaker = Will I get paid?

● Scale = Is it worth my time?
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Fluence is the global leader in energy storage with nearly 500 MW in 15 
countries
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Fluence: Proven technology platforms and comprehensive services 
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Built on a rock-solid foundation of 10+ years of lessons learned in designing, deploying, and operating 
complete energy storage solutions for commercial & industrial customers, utilities and developers

Technology 
Platforms

Services

Advisory & 
Analytics

Financing Deployment Asset 
Lifecycle

Education & 
Training

Unmatched dependability. 
Designed to evolve.

Advancion

Lightning fast energy. 
Trusted for critical loads.

Siestorage

Maximum solar yield. 
Delivered when you want it.

SunFlex Energy Storage



World’s largest contracted 
energy storage project

Here’s where we are going.  
100’s of MW Scale, Peaking 
Power.

Long Beach, California, United States
100 MW, 4-hour (400 MWh)
AES Alamitos, COD Jan 1, 2021

SERVICES
• Capacity, local reliability
• Peak power/off peak mitigation
• Ancillary services

IMPACT
• Competitive bid vs thermal peaker, cost 

effective
• Replaces environmental retired units
• Meets flexibility (duck curve)



Renewable Integration

Hawaii, United States
28 MW Solar PV

20 MW, 5-hour (100 MWh) energy storage
KIUC

SERVICES
• Renewable integration
• Peak power/off peak mitigation

IMPACT
• Avoids oil and fossil fuels

• Lowers cost and supports 100% 
renewable energy

Solving peak energy demand 
through solar + storage in Hawaii



Transmission & Distribution 
Enhancement

Arizona, United States
2 MW / 8MWh
Arizona Public Service (APS), Punkin Center 
(under construction)

SERVICES
• Transmission upgrade deferral
• Peak management

IMPACT
• Power reliability at half the cost of a 

transmission
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Energy Storage in the Southeast
• Rapid deployment of low-cost solar energy in  

vertically integrated Southeast markets makes 
Southeast stakeholders most readily see the 
value of energy storage through: 

– Pairing it intermittent renewables; and,

– Providing voltage and frequency regulation 
services.
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Energy Storage in the Southeast
It’s easier for vertically integrated utilities to capture the 
value of energy storage because they manage the entire 
value chain.

Behind the meter applications in Southeast depend on:
• Energy storage costs
• Demand charges
• Rate structure
• Electricity prices
• Availability of financing
• Resilience and duration needs for C&I customers
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• Vertically integrated markets may have to study 
storage to determine:
– What it can do that is not being done today;
– What policies and regulatory rules that price the values of 

energy storage; and,
– What the economic potential and rate impact might be.

Legacy integrated resource plan (IRP) models do 
not evaluate storage appropriately and they 
cannot measure system wide benefits.

• NCSEA has convened an energy storage working 
group and they recommended a study that is now 
part of HB 589.

14Source: NCSEA, Working Group Interim Report

Challenges Financing Storage



Pairing Storage with Other DER Technologies

What values do regulation, law and utility rate design need to price in the 
market so that storage or solar plus storage can be financially viable for 
Southeastern firms?

• Regulation and Policy 
– What is the best way for regulators to create the appropriate price 

signals to help energy storage asset owners and customers “capture” 
value?

• Technology and Economics
– How can the cost for the entire energy storage system (including 

storage hardware, engineering, procurement and construction and soft 
costs) pencil out so that developers find it cost-effective to include 
with other distributed energy resources?
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Potential 
Revenue Stream Vertically Integrated Utility RTO/ISO

Time shift energy • Depends how PPA is structured; restrictions on 

storage usage if seeking ITC

• Does storage enhance the capacity value of 

solar?

• Energy storage does not generally 

participate in energy markets

• FERC has ordered that RTOs/ISOs 

accommodate energy storage

Reduced Need 
for Peaking 
Plants

• Value to utility ratepayers, but limited value or 

price signal for third party developer

• Energy storage does not participate in 

the RTO capacity market

• FERC has ordered that RTOs/ISOs 

accommodate energy storage

Ancillary Services • Value to ratepayers but no material value to 

third-party developers

• Energy storage resources permitted to 

participate in frequency regulation 

market

Reduced Power 
Plant Ramping

• Value to ratepayers and the utility but no price 

signal for third party developers

• Some RTOs have a ramping product.

Avoided T&D • Value to utility and customers on same circuit as 

solar project, but no price signal for third-party 

developers

• FERC is open for energy storage to be 

compensated but on a case-by-case basis

Improved 
Renewables 
Integration 

• Potential value to third party developers but 

price signal depends on ability to use storage in 

lieu of network upgrades for interconnection

• Potential value in reduced curtailment from 

utility but no price signal

• Would become RTO issue during 

transmission planning

• Local utility manages distribution 

planning

Potential Values Delivered by Energy Storage



Why We Are Talking About
Energy Storage Finance
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In 3 Slides
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BNEF Observed

1) Price Drops

LITHIUM ION BATTERY PRICES

-35%

-22%

Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance, 2017.© Energy Intelligence Partners 2018



2) Demand Charge Economics Work Now

© Energy Intelligence Partners 2018

5 MILLION C&I CUSTOMERS WHERE DEMAND CHARGES > $15/kW

Source: NREL “A Survey of U.S. Demand Charges” August 2017. 

Top 5 States:
1) California
2) NY
3) Georgia
4) Colorado
5) Michigan



3) Energy Storage Grounds the Duck
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ENERGY STORAGE NEEDED FOR HIGH SOLAR PENETRATION

Source: CAISO.

(13,000 MW in 3 hours)
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